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ABSTRACT 
With the increasing popularity of palm-top computers (including PDA, PPC etc.), 
security for both the vast information contained in them as well as the possible on-line 
money transactions via them in m-commerce becomes an important issue. Iris texture, a 
natural biometric password, offers many advantages over alphanumeric password that is 
commonly used today. However, existing iris recognition systems are all designed for 
desktop applications. This thesis describes an iris recognition system that uses Radon 
Transform to encode iris images in order to be applicable to palm-top computers. 
Radon Transform has the advantage of requiring only simple computations, making 
it amenable to the limited computing and storage capacity of palm-top platforms. This 
technique, which is only a simple projection of the signal to various angles, does not 
require frequency domain transformation to be involved in its computation. 
Since orthogonal imaging of the iris cannot be ensured with lay users, eccentric-
polar coordinate system is developed in this thesis also. Its advantage is that the 
geometric distortion in the iris image due to users would be reduced. 
Experimental results on real image data are shown to illustrate how the proposed 
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With the constant price-drop of PDA (Personal Data Assistant), PPC (Pocket 
Personal Computer) etc., palm-top computers have been increasingly popular for data 
storage, mobile computing, communication, and online data display. It is foreseeable 
that they will also play an important role in m-commerce which involves money 
transactions through the air. Security clearance in palm-top devices is thus an issue, as 
all the above palm-top applications require protected access of data. This issue is what 
we have done for these years. 
Traditionally, security clearance could be achieved by the use of alphanumeric 
passwords. However, there is a new technique: biometric feature technology has been 
developing for these few years. There are advantages of biometric features have been 
over the traditional alphanumeric passwords: uniqueness, no fear of being forgotten, 
minimal chance of being stolen, and so on. Among those biometric feature techniques, 
fingerprint must be the most popular one, but we have chosen iris texture being the 
research target in our work. 
Before we discuss how to achieve the goal, some background about this thesis is 
provided. Iris recognition system including its advantages, operation procedures and 
previous works are introduced. The motivation and objective of this research will also be 
stated. Finally, the outline of this thesis will be described at the end of this chapter. 
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1.1 Iris Texture as A Biometric Password 
Iris recognition system, which is one of the biometric feature security clearances, 
uses the iris uniqueness texture for performing verification or identification. Iris is the 
pigmented, round, contractile membrane of the eye, suspended between the cornea and 
lens and perforated by the pupil. It regulates the amount of light entering the eye. 
Identification and verification are two different performances in biometrics: 
Identification: 
The process by which the biometric system identifies a person by performing 
a one-to-many (l:n) search against the entire enrolled population. 
Verification: 
The process of establishing the validity of a claimed identity by comparing a 
verification template to an enrollment template. It is a one-to-one (1:1) matching. 
From the above definitions of identification and verification, it is not difficult to see 
the difference of these performances, which is on the matching number. Identification is 
one-to-many matching and verification is one-to-one matching. 
1.1.1 Advantages 
Ophthalmologists noted from clinical experience that every iris has a highly detailed 
and unique texture [1]. Figure 1 is two closed-up images of irises from two different 
sources. You could see the visible features in an iris, which are the trabecular meshwork 
of connective tissue, collagenous stromal fibres, ciliary processes, and others tissues. 
The details about the structure of iris are available in Appendix A. [5]. Besides that, the 
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difference between two irises, which could also be easily observed from Figure 1 in 
order to shows texture uniqueness. 
Moreover, the texture is relatively stable across one's life and is rarely subject to the 
sort of damage other body like finger could be. Owing to all these uniqueness and 
stability properties of iris, there have been extensive investigations in the last decade, [1], 
[2], [3], [4] to name a few, on how iris image could be used for automatic identification 
of people. 
. . - � � > 
Fig. la. Close-up iris image contains the Fig. lb. Close-up iris image from the other 
visible features which are resource. The features which are 
composed by the trabecular totally different by comparing 
meshwork and other tissues. with Figure la. 
Compared with other biometric recognition cues, iris recognition has the advantage 
of requiring no physical contact with the subject or even the awareness of the subject 
that he/she is being screened. On this, there is facial recognition that has the same 
advantage, but then facial features are less distinct that iris texture in terms of capturing 
a person's identity. Clinical evidence [1] has shown that even twins have different iris 
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patterns. Table 1 makes a conclusion about comparison of three popular biometric 
features techniques: Iris, Facial and Fingerprint recognition. 
Table 1. The conclusion of three biometric features techniques: Iris, Facial and Fingerprint 
recognition.  
Iris Recognition Facial Recognition Fingerprint Recognition 
Uniqueness Very High Medium High 
Physical ^ No Yes 
Contact with 
the device  
1.1.2 Previous Work 
About using iris texture to be a security system, there had been some research teams 
had touched on this topic for these few years. They are including John G. Daugman [1], 
Richard P. Wildes [4], W.W. Boles, El-Bakry and etc. In the following, we would like to 
give a brief introduction on each of the above researchers' works in order to give you 
some background information on iris texture security system. 
John G. Daugman: 
John G. Daugman is one of the most famous persons on iris recognition 
system research work. The main idea of his system is to encode the visible 
texture of a person's iris in a real-time video image into an iris code, which is a 
compact sequence of multi-scale quadrature 2-D Gabor wavelet coefficients. 
After that, Daugman system would calculate the percentage of mismatched bits 
between a pair of iris codes by the normalized Hamming distance in the 
matching process. 
Richard P. Wildes: 
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Richard P. Wildes is also a famous person on iris security system research 
work. His recognition system makes use of an isotropic band-pass decomposition, 
which derived from application Laplacian of Gaussian filters to the image data. 
In the matching process, normalized correlation between the input and database 
representations is computed in order to qualify the goodness of match between 
them. 
W.W. Boles: 
W.W. Boles is the other well-known person on iris recognition research work. 
His security system based on the recognition of the iris of human eyes using the 
wavelet transformation is presented. The zero-crossings of the wavelet transform 
are used to extract the unique features obtained from the grey level profiles of the 
iris. Only a few intermediate resolution levels be selected for matching, thus 
making it computationally efficient as well as less sensitive to noise. 
Due to the benefit of iris recognition system, it has a high potential in the 
commercial point of view. Companies has been developed the related products on iris 
security system and some of them are listed as follows: 
1. Japanese company: Matsushita Electric Industrial Company Limited 
Oki Electric Industry Company Limited 
2. Korean company: Evermedia Company Limited 
LG Electronics Incorporation 
3. American company: Eyeweb Incorporation 
Indian Technologies Incorporation 
Their iris security products are including: 
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1. Registration system on desktop 
2. Vehicular security access system 
3. Management system for game attending players 
And some banks are performing some testing on iris security system by applying them 
on their ATM. 
1.1.3 Operation Procedures 
The operation procedures in iris recognition system are introduced in this section. At 
the same time, the previous works of each step would also be stated. Previous works on 
iris recognition include [1], [2], [3], [4] and others. 
Iris recognition could be described as the composition of four modules: iris image 
acquisition, iris localization, image encoding, and database matching. The procedure 
flow is shown in Figure 2. 
Image 
Acquisition 
I i I 
Iris T vOCflliTation 7 ^ 
Image Encoding 1 Z I 
Database Matching , \ � 
/ \ Result: 
IdentiHcation: Who is the owner of input iris image? Name 
Verification: Is the input iris image belonged to the same 
resource in the database? Yes/No V J 
Fig. 2. The flowchart of iris recognition. 
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1.1.3.1 Image Acquisition 
Image acquisition is one of the major challenges of automated iris recognition. A 
high-quality image of the iris is captured while remaining noninvasive to the human 
operator. The iris is relatively small (typically about 1 cm in diameter), dark object and 
the operators are very sensitive to their eyes. 
The general mechanism of image acquisition has been well addressed in [4] and [10]. 
The goals of their designs are: (1) acquire images of iris with sufficient sharpness and 
resolution; (2) comfort the operator without using over illumination; and (3) the image 
must be well framed at the center. 
1.1.3.2 Iris Localization 
Iris localization is about the isolation of the iris-ring, i.e., the part of the iris that 
contains the iris texture. On image localization, previous works all reply upon the use of 
circle detector to detect the outside and inside boundaries of iris which typically appears 
as a ring in the image of an eye. The outside and inside boundaries are represented the 
sclera and pupil boundaries respectively. The sclera boundary and pupil boundary are 
represented by black and white contours respectively in Figure 3. The two boundaries of 
iris encapsulate and define the ring that contains the iris texture. Once the iris ring is 
extracted, polar coordinate system is typically used to unfold the ring. 
7 
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^ H H I I W 
丨 
• • 丨 ^ 
Fig. 3. The boundaries of iris are shown. 
The sclera and pupils are represented by 
black and white contours respectively. 
The use of circle detector must all assume that iris appears as a radically symmetric 
print in the image. Typically, they use the polar coordinate system to unfold the 
Cartesian-coordinated iris image before they match the image against reference data. 
The assumption requires people to position their eyes head-on to the camera. 
1.1.3.3 Image Encoding and Database Matching 
Image encoding and data matching modules are often related, since matching is 
related to how the input image and the reference data are encoded. A number of coding 
schemes have been proposed in the literature, ranging from as direct as raw intensity 
data [4], to as refined as the coefficients of wavelet transformation, in particular the 
coefficients of 2D Gabor wavelet filter [1]. 
For direct coding like the raw intensity data, direct comparison schemes like cross-
correlation are typically used for matching. For coding like the coefficients of wavelet 
transformation, Hamming distance between codes in the coefficient space is typically 
used to describe how similar two codes are. 
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1.2 Motivation and Research Objective 
Since iris recognition has its advantages are over other biometric feature techniques, 
it thus among the most suitable biometrics to be employed for palm-top applications. 
In this work, we aim at coming up with an iris recognition system that has the 
following features: 
(1) It requires simple computations, so as to be amenable to the capacity of palm-top 
computers; and 
(2) It is user-friendly, even the users are not professional users can also handle the 
system operation easily. 
(3) It has scalable recognition performance, so as to allow the authenticity level of 
the identity check be adjusted in accordance with the application and the 
available computing and storage capacity. Notice that identity check in palm-top 
applications is often more about verification of a named individual than about 
recognition among a number of different individuals. However, even within the 
domain of identify verification, it is best that the coding and the needed 
processing of iris image are adjustable according to the confidentiality of the 
concerned information. 
However, existing iris recognition systems, most of which are wavelet coefficient [1] 
or intensity correlation [4] based, are designed for desktop or laptop platforms, not for 
palm-top platforms which are seriously limited in their computing and storage capacity. 
Both cross-relation direct intensities (in every intensity of entire image) and wavelet 
transformation require extensive computations which generally exceed the computing 
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capacity of the existing palm-top devices. As a result of that, we have found the other 
iris encoding and data matching module. 
In this thesis, we propose an iris recognition system that uses Radon Transform to 
encode iris. Radon Transform is a simple yet general technique that allows partial 
information of a signal be captured as projections of the signal to various angles. By 
increasing or decreasing the number of angles used, the total amount of partial 
information collected about the original signal could be adjusted in accordance with the 
security level needed and the computing and storage resources available. Due to its 
simplicity, Radon Transform requires relatively little computations to operate. 
Moreover, in casual operating environments like palm-top computing, users are 
often not professional users and iris might not be always imaged orthogonally. Oblique 
imaging of iris is thus possible, and as shown in Figure 4, it could cause substantial 
eccentricity of the iris-ring in the image. Blind application of the circular edge detector 
to such image data could make the coding of the same iris be varying across images. 
Therefore, we describe a system that makes use of an elliptical edge detector to detect 
the inner and outer boundaries of the iris-ring, and of a coordinate transformation that 
unfolds the eccentric iris-ring and turns it into a rectangular strip with standardized 
coordinate axes for subsequent matching. 
Not only does the system have simple computations and scalability, with proper 
image pre-processing it even allows iris to be imaged obliquely, which is often the case 






Fig. 4. Eccentric deformation of iris in an image upon lateral viewing, 
(a) Iris viewed from a near-orthogonal angle, (b) Iris viewed from an 
oblique angle. Substantial eccentricity of the iris pattern is observed. 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
Chapter 1: An introduction of the iris recognition system is introduced. Its 
advantages and the operation procedures are also discussed. The previous researches in 
the related areas have been discussed in the literature review. The motivation and 
objective of this thesis are also stated. 
Chapter 2: The image acquisition process is introduced in this chapter. The setup of 
our system for picturing the iris images is described in detail. The difficulty on acquiring 
Asian iris images is also stated. 
Chapter 3: The pre-processing including iris localization, iris unfolding, 
normalization and binarization are presented. The elliptical edge detector, which 
replaces circular edge detector for boundary detection on traditional iris recognition 
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system, is described in this chapter. Eccentric-polar coordinate system for iris unfolding 
is developed. 
Chapter 4: Iris image encoding and database matching are introduced in this chapter. 
Radon transformation, which is investigated for image encoding in our work, is 
explained in detail. A new matching method is developed for Radon transform encoding 
is also presented. 
Chapter 5: Two questions would be stated in this section: (1) why can those theories 
be applied on palm-top computer? (2) how to apply those schemes to the palm-top 
computer? The answers are discussed also. Some experiences about designing palm-top 
programme are shared also in order to help others who are interested in. 
Chapter 6: The experiment results present how the proposed system performs on real 
image data in comparison with an existing iris recognition system that is Gabor wavelet 
coefficient based. 
Chapter 7: The conclusion from this study is summarized with some 
recommendations for the future development. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
IMAGE ACQUISITION 
Image acquisition is the first step in the whole iris recognition processes. This 
procedure is very important, since the quality of image would affect the accuracy of 
recognized result directly. An ideal iris image should be with sufficient sharpness and 
resolution. 
2.1 Difficulties on Image Acquisition 
However, an ideal iris image is difficult to be captured due to iris is relatively small 
(typically about 1 cm in diameter). Besides that, Asian irises are not like foreigner irises, 
tend to have dark background which makes iris texture not as visible. Popular digital 
camera cannot handle iris image acquisition, especially for Asian irises. 
2.2 Our Iris Image Acquisition Setting 
Although image acquisition for Asian could be tricky, our experience shows the use 
of near-IR camera is effective in making the iris texture stand out in the image. The NIR 
camera we use is PULNiX TM-300NIR model with 50mm lens plus 10 mm macro tube 
and 1.5 mm macro ring (See Figure 5). In order to lead the iris texture to be more 
viewable, we provide a light source when capturing the iris images. The setting is shown 
in Figure 6. The resolution of images are got is 640 by 480 in monochrome signal. 
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Fig, 5. The NIR camera we use for iris image acquisition. This 
camera is composed with is PULNiX TM-300NIR model, 50mm 
lens, 10 mm macro tube and 1.5 mm macro ring. 
^ Light Source 
m I ^ S ^ H H H 
Fig. 6. Our setup for iris image acquisition. Light source is provided 






After the image acquisition, a good quality iris image is to be captured, but this 
image cannot be encoded and matched with database directly. The images are variant 
even they are come from the same resource as affecting by different factors, such as the 
papillary dilation or contraction, imaging distance, the iris offset and rotation in the 
image, and even the imaging angle. As a result, before image encoding and database 
matching, a series of pre-processing including iris localization, iris-ring unfolding, 
normalization and data binarization, has been applying on image in order to reduce the 
influence coming from those factors we have mentioned above. 
3.1 Isolating the Region of Interest 
The image that we have got from image acquisition is a whole-eye image, which 
meant except iris, other parts of eye are included also, such as pupil, sclera, etc. Isolating 
the region of iris is necessary and this is the goal of iris localization. 
3.1.1 Conscious and Unconscious Recognition 
Before discussing how to localize the iris from the image, we would like to introduce 
two terms "conscious recognition" and "unconscious recognition" in order to be 
convenient for the further explanation. 
Traditional iris recognition system, operators must head on their eyes and focus on 
the image-capturing device. Figure 7 shows this performance. Such a recognition mode, 
which we refer to as conscious recognition. People beware of the existence of the device. 
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On the other hand, if people be screened without them aware of it. We refer this 
recognition mode to as unconscious recognition. It is increasingly important in security 
and surveillance. Moreover, it makes the iris recognition system being more user-
friendly on palm-top computer application. The reason is almost all operators are not 
professional-users, they would feel difficulties on focusing if their irises needed to be 
screened orthogonally on the recognition device. Unconscious recognition could allow 
people performing iris recognition even they do not head on their eyes orthogonal to the 
device, just like Figure 8. 
S m p k | g | B | I B B 
Fig. 7. Conscious recognition: operator is Fig. 8. Unconscious recognition: operator does 
focusing his eye on the image-capturing device. not focus his eye on the image-capturing 
device. 
3.1.2 Iris Boundary Detection 
Iris appears in image as a ring between the pupil and sclera of the eye. The region of 
interest in iris image is thus the part between the pupil boundary and the sclera boundary, 
which needs be extracted. Previous works assume the two boundaries to be circular, and 
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use circle detector to extract them. Here we allow the two boundaries to display certain 
degree of eccentricities, and for that we need to generalize the detector to an ellipse 
detector. 
A number of elliptical edge detectors have been proposed in the literature, such as 
[6] which makes use if Hough transform. Our elliptical edge detector is one that is 
generalized from the circular edge detector described in [1]. 
As illustrated by Figure 9，a general ellipse consists of five parameters: xq, 9，a, 
and b, which represent the coordinates of the ellipse center, the orientation of the major 
axis, the length of the major and minor axis respectively. 
...... 
Fig. 9. The five parameters of a general ellipse. 
To extract an ellipse that is of strong edgel support, we find the values of the five 
parameters using the following integro-differential operator: 
A>r 3 r / ( x , y) 
Max — ( � —as � 
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where s is the arc length parameter that traverses the ellipse, I(x, y) is the image 
intensity value on the ellipse at arc position s that has (x’ y) as its image position, and r is 
the distance of the arc position s from the center s from the center of the ellipse. The 
differential d Idr is there to maximize the intensity gradient in the direction that is 
orthogonal to the ellipse contour, the integration is to sum all the intensity gradients over 
the entire ellipse, and the denominator Inr is to normalize the sum by the length of the 
ellipse so as to avoid bias toward bigger ellipse. 
The operator searches over the parameter space of j c q , ;yo，9,以’ b for an ellipse (of the 
image space {(jc,}；)}) that maximizes the value of Expression (1). The operator demands 
iterative processing. For the initialization of the five parameters, we use the end-result of 
the circular edge detector described in Expression (2): (jcq, jo) are initialized as the center 
of that circle, a and b as its radius, and cp as nil. 
M a x ^ l l ^ d r � 
We use the above elliptical edge detector to extract the pupil and sclera boundaries. 
Figure 10 shows a typical result. The pupil boundary and sclera boundary are displayed 





Fig. 10. Result of our elliptical iris-ring boundary detection, (a) 
Result of circular edge detector, (b) Result of elliptical edge 
detector. 
Iris image is captured 
from image acquisition. 
I _ 
Circular edge detector is applied and got 
xo, yo, r for the circle representing the 
iris boundaries. 
_ I - — _ 
Elliptical edge detector is applied with the information 
from the previous step, xo, yo,供 a, and b are found for the 
ellipse representing the iris boundaries. T 
j:op> Jop，<Pp，ctp，and bp for pupil contour and 
JCos, yos，q>s，and bs for sclera contour are 
found. 
Fig. 11. The flowchart of iris localization 
3.2 Iris-ring Unfolding and Normalization 
The next step to iris-ring extraction is to unfold the ring and normalize the data. The 
purpose is to maintain reference to the same region of iris tissue regardless of both the 
papillary dilation or contraction (due to illumination change), the zoom factor (due to 
change in the imaging distance), and the 2D displacement (due to viewpoint change) of 
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the iris image. In this work we would go as far as to make the data independent of the 
viewing angle. 
To achieve the above, previous works use polar coordinate system to unfold the iris-
ring. However, polar coordinate system falls short of freeing the data from the effect of 
oblique viewpoint. In this work, we use the eccentric-polar coordinate system instead to 
unfold the iris ring. 
3.2.1 Eccentric-polar Coordinate System 
As illustrated by Figure 12, a circle in a 2D space, say (jc —：^。)^  + (y — iVo):=穴2, 
defines for the space two sets of coordinate lines: the r-lines and the Klines, with 
respect to the reference center (jcq, yo). While positions on the same "l ine have the same 
radial distance r from the reference center, positions on the same ^ l i n e have the same 
inclination 没 from the x-axis. Using the two sets of coordinate lines to index positions of 
the 2D space, we have the polar coordinates (r, 9) with respect to the reference center (jco， 
;yo). 
Fig. 12. The polar coordinate system with respect 
to O o ’ y o ) . 
In the same vein, as illustrated by Figure 13, an ellipse of center (义0，;yo), orientation 
(p, major-axis length a, and minor-axis length b could be used to define two sets of 
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coordinate lines: the r'-lines and the <9，—lines, with respect to the reference center (jcq, ;yo)， 
orientation cp, and eccentricity (ratio of the major-axis length to the minor-axis length) s 
-alb. r'-lines are the different ellipses of the same ellipse center {xq, yo), the same 
orientation (p, and the same ratio s of the major-axis and minor-axis lengths. All 
positions on the same ellipse have the same r’’ whose value could be assigned as the 
minor-axis length of the corresponding ellipse.没,-lines are still loci of positions having 
the same inclination with the x-axis. However, for convenience, we use {sy ' Ix) as 
the value of d\ where jc' and / are respectively the parallel and perpendicular 
displacements of the position with respect to the major axis. We thus in a way measure 
& against the direction of the major axis (which is common among all the ellipses) not 
that of the jc-axis, and have the eccentricity s of the ellipses scaled away in 0\ 
The two sets of coordinate lines could also be used to index positions of the 2D 
space and in that case we have the coordinates (r', 0') which we call the eccentric-polar 
coordinates. 
國 
Fig. 13. The eccentric-polar coordinate system 
with respect to a certain reference center 
( 义 0 ， ) ， a certain orientation 9，and a certain eccentricity s. 
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3.2.2 Iris-ring Unfolding 
Once the iris-ring is extracted, we have access to its inside and outside boundaries in 
the form of two ellipses. We then use the ellipses to define an eccentric-polar coordinate 
system to represent the iris data. Ideally, the two ellipses have the same center, 
eccentricity, and orientation, and they define the same eccentric-polar coordinate system 
for the image space. In case they do not, we use the average of their centers, 
eccentricities, and orientations to define the eccentric-polar coordinate system. Our 
experience shows the two boundaries generally do nor differ by much in the above 
parameters. 
Suppose we have reference center {pco’ yo), orientation (p, and eccentricity s to define 
the eccentric-polar coordinates. 
3.2.3 Normalization 
Let (x, y) be the Cartesian coordinates of a position in image 1. (x, ；y) are first 
transformed into (x', y') by first a rotation specified by % and second a translation 
specified by (XQ, yo): 
x'~\ �COS(—灼 一 sin(—约"]�x— :V：。 
= (3) 
_y'] Ls in ( -约 c o s ( -的」L ; y - ; y � � 
Under the coordinates (x', y'), positions which should have the same r' value are 
those lying on 




for some a and b, where a/ b = s. 
We then transform {x\ y') to (r", 0') using the following transformation: 
If ^ , ,2 
r 叫 7 ” (5) 
没’二 t a n — ( 6 ) 
Suppose the iris-ring in image I(x,y) has bi and bi as the minor-axis lengths of the 
inside and outside boundaries. Then in the (r", 0') coordinate space, the iris ring will be 
a rectangular strip with r " as the vertical axis ranging from b\ to bi. 
, r ^ - b 
To normalize the range of r" , we further convert r " to r 'by making / = . 
h-bi 
In the coordinate space of (r', 0'), the iris ring is a rectangular strip with 6' as the 
horizontal axis ranging from 0 to 2n, and r，as the vertical axis ranging from 0 to 1. The 
coordinate system (r', is thus dimensionless, and the iris-ring in I(r', 0') is invariant 
with the papillary dilation or contraction, imaging distance, the iris offset and rotation in 
the image, and even the imaging angle. Figure 14 shows the transformation result of one 
iris image. 
An example result is shown in Figure 14(c). The horizontal axis of the strip is 0 
which, with a value range of [0�’ 360°], refers to the angle of rotation in the original 
image about the center of the iris ring. The vertical axis is d which, with a value range of 
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[0，100], refers to the radial displacement from the iris range center, with value 0 
corresponding to the pupil boundary and value 100 corresponding to the sclera boundary. 
(a) 
(b) 
‘ ( C ) 
Fig. 14. Image transformation from Cartesian coordinates to 
Eccentric-polar coordinates, (a) Image in the Cartesian 
coordinates, (b) Image in the polar coordinates defined by the 
iris-boundary. Some portion of the pupil is included 
undesirably, (c) Image in the Eccentric-polar coordinates 
defined by the iris-boundary. Undesirable inclusion of the 
pupil portion is reduced. 
3.3 Data Binarization 
Unfolded iris-ring can maintain reference to the same region of iris tissue regardless 
of the imaging condition, but for the subsequent Radon encoding, the image has to have 




The histogram of a typical iris-ring is shown in Figure 15, which has an intensity 
range of [0, 255]. Essential information about the iris texture is contained in the middle 
of the spectrum. For each iris image, we ignore the intensities of the 5% of the pixels 
that are the dimmest, and those of the 5% of the pixels that are the brightest, by zeroing 
and saturating (i.e. turning the intensity to 0 and 255 respectively). As for the remaining 
pixels, which has an intensity range of say [cx, we stretch their intensities using a 
linear mapping from [a； |3] to [0，255]. The resultant contrast-enhanced image for the 
image data shown in Figure 16 is displayed in Figure 17，and its histogram is shown in 
Figure 18. 
T 1 1 ] 
⑶： ： i 丨 _ 1 I, I _ 
：丨 i i : 
0 50 100 150 200 250 
Fig. 15. Intensity histogram of Figure 16. Essential 
information about the iris texture is contained in the 
middle of the spectrum. 
In the contrast-enhanced image, the darker pixels correspond to the iris texture, 
while the brighter ones correspond to the background. We observe from all the image 
data we have worked with that 100 is good intensity threshold to binarize the contrast-
enhanced image, turning the iris pixels to black pixels (regarded as having value 1)，and 
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the background pixels to white pixels (regarded as having value 1). The resultant binary 
image for the iris image shown in Figure 16 is displayed in Figure 19. mmm 
Fig. 16. The raw image of iris-ring. The iris texture is not 
observable enough. mmm 
Fig. 17. Contrast-enhanced image of the iris-ring shown in 
Figure 16. The iris texture is more standout. 
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Fig. 18. Intensity histogram of Figure 17. It is flattener 
than Figure 15. mwm 
Fig. 19. Binarization result of the iris ring shown in Figure 
17. The dark pixels correspond to the iris texture, while 
the white pixels correspond to the background. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
RADON TRANSFORM BASED ENCODING AND MATCHING 
The next step is converting the pre-processed images into iris codes, which we 
would like to call this process to be image encoding. The main purpose of image 
encoding theory in the iris recognition system is how to extract irises' unique texture 
patterns from the images and convert into unique iris codes. A good encoding theory 
must be 
(1) The iris codes, which are encoded, should only contain information about 
the images features, no other materials, such as noise, unless background 
information and etc., are involved in. 
(2) The sizes of the iris codes must be as small as possible. 
Those requirements for encoding theory of recognition system are for desktop 
applications only. If the system was applying on palm-top computers, one more 
requirement must be concerned. The encoding theory requires simple computation, so as 
to be amenable to the limited computing and storage capacity of palm-top platform. 
However, existing iris recognition systems are either wavelet coefficient [1] or 
intensity correlation [2] as are based. The required computing capacity must be at least 
at the level of desktop computers to operate. Our approach is using Radon Transform in 
a place of image encoding on our palm-top iris recognition system. 
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4.1 Radon Transform based Encoding 
Radon Transform is a transform that, when applied to an image, computers 
projections of the image intensities along radial lines oriented at specified angle. Figure 
20 illustrates the operation of the transform. Given a scalar function/on a 2D space 6-d, 
and an angle (J), the rotation of the 6-d space by angle <p defines another set of space 
coordinates 6'-d' (up to an arbitrary origin which is not important here). For every 6' 
value, there is a line parallel to the cT-axis in the 6-d space, which could be termed the 
没'-line. Radon Transform R^iO') of f{6,d) with respect to the angle • could be 
described as the line integral of f along each of the 没,-lines: 
0 0 
1 / cos (Z) - sin (Z), 6' sin + cos z^)) d J ' (7) 
— o o 
where 
6 � cos^ sin^ 6 
_d，_ sin (/) COS0 _d_ 
In case if / is a binary function and 6-d a discrete space, R申{6') is simply the 
number of {d,d) positions on the 0'-line that has being 1. 
Figure 21 shows the result of Radon Transform, with respect to angle 0°, of the 
binary image shown in Figure 19. In general, while different images of the same iris 
would have similar Radon Transform profiles (up to an unknown but small offset along 
the 6' -axis due to possibly different rotations of the iris about the optical axis of the 
camera in the imaging process, but this problem can be overcome in the data matching 
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modulus), different irises have different iris textures and would generally have different 
Radon transforms. Radon transform could thus be used to encode the images of iris for 
verification or recognition purpose. 
Yet, Radon transform is only the projection of iris image along a particular angle, 
and represents only partial information of the iris. The case is analogous to the image 
projection process: while an image of a 3D scene represents distinct information of the 
scene, it is only partial information along a particular imaging angle, and it is possible 
that different scenes have the same image projection along the particular imaging angle. 
In using visual data to represent a scene, one could use more images of the scene taken 
from different angles to raise the richness of the image data: the more images are taken, 
the more distinct would be the collection of image data. We could do the same in our 
Radon transform based iris-encoding scheme. 
To extract richer information of iris so as to reduce matching ambiguity, we use 
Radon transforms with respect to multiple angles of the iris image. Figure 22 shows 
Radon transforms of two different irises with respect to two different angles. While their 
Radon transforms with respect to 0° are similar, their Radon transforms with respect to 
135° are substantially different. 
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R f i f f ) 、：y/^ 
Fig. 20. Radon Transform along angle <j)，transforming a 
function f(0,d) to a function . For every 0' 
which represents a line oriented at angle 中 on the {6, d) 
space, the line integral of f along the 0' -line is the value 
of R中 at d \ 
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Fig. 21. Radon Transform of the iris image shown in 
Figure 9，with respect to angle 0 � . 
An iris could thus be encoded as Radon transforms of its image with respect to a 
number of angles. The number of angles used could be increased or decreased in 
accordance with the required authenticity level and the available computing capacity, 
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making the encoding process scalable. As to the distribution of the angles, they should 
be evenly spaced over 180° (180° not 360°, since the projected data at angle (|) and at 
angle 180°+(j), for any 中，are equivalent) so as to extract as orthogonal pieces of 
information about the iris as possible. In all our experiments, we found that Radon 
transforms with respect to four angles are sufficient and we used the angles: 0°, 45°, 90°, 
and 135° to encode each iris. Figure 23 shows the Radon Transform with respect to 0°, 
45°, 90° and 135° of Figure 19. 
(a) Binarized images of two different irises 
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(b) Radon Transforms with respect to angle 0° 
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(c) Radon Transforms with respect to angle 135° 
Fig. 22. Radon Transforms of two irises with respect to multiple angles. 
4.2 Iris Code Matching 
Data matching modules are often related to the image encoding theories, since 
matching is related to how the input image and the reference data are encoded. For 
coding like the coefficient of 2D Gabor wavelet transformation, Hamming distance is 
typically used to describe how similar two iris codes are [1]. For direct coding like the 
raw intensity data, cross-correlation is typically used for matching [4]. On our situation, 
we use the regional correlation used in [7] but with the dc component of the signals 
excluded to measure similar between two codes. 
4.2.1 Regional Correlation 
Given a reference iris code (of a particular iris) and the iris code 
extracted from an input image, both of which are Radon Transforms with respect 
to the same angle (j), we define their similarity measure as: 
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〜 = M ， - ~ ^ — W2厂 (8) 
_ e' e 
—' I— —' 一 
where A^B炉 are respectively the average values of over all 9' values, 
and T corresponds to the possible offset between the iris codes along the 9' -axis (due to 
possibly different rotations of the iris about the camera optical axis). In our 
implementation, r e [-5°,5°]. Figure 23 shows the flowchart of regional correlation with 
Radon Transform respecting to (J). 
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Radon Transform respects with (f> 
X True Offset = 0 < Offset > 2 ？]> < ^ ^ Offset = Offset + 1 
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Fig. 23. The flowchart of regional correlation with Radon Transform respecting to <fk 
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As stated earlier, in our system we use not one 於 but four of them: (j)- 0°, 45°, 90。， 
and 135°, in encoding iris. Thus for each pair of reference iris code and input iris code, 
we have altogether four similarity measures as defined by Equation (9). We determine 
the overall similarity measure S of the pair as simply the mean value of the four 
similarity measures: 
= {Sqo + 5 * 4 5 � + S 9 0 �+ ^135°) (9) 
S has a value between 0 and 1. While a bad match should have S close to 0’ a good 
match should have it close to 1. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
PALM-TOP IMPLEMENTATION ON COMPUTING PLATFORM 
Although the details of our whole iris recognition approach has been described in the 
previous three sections, one question is related to our work we still have not discussed 
yet: why can those theories be applied on palm-top computer? The answer can be found 
in this section. 
Due to the capacity and user interface on desktop and palm-top computers are 
different, there are few features need to be bewared on designing palm-top application: 
(1) Simple computation: A programme can be running normally on desktop, but on 
palm-top environment, it may be out of order. One of the possible reasons may 
be the theory or programme is too complicated for computations, which exceed 
palm-top limited capacity. The capacity, including computation and storage 
capacities, palm-top computers are much limited than desktop computers. Thus, 
the calculations of theories would prefer as simple as possible if those are applied 
on palm-top applications. 
(2) User friendly: Palm-top computer is a handy device, its operation environment is 
worse comparing with desktop computer. If people did not concern this problem 
on designing the palm-top interface, users would feel uncomfortable in operating 
their palm-tops. Thus a user-friendly interface is very important, especially on 
palm-top applications. 
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Based on these two requirements, a serious of theories and approaches on palm-top 
iris recognition system have been investigated and discussed in the previous sections. In 
the following, the analysis of our approach would be stated step by step in order to 
answer the above question. The technical problems are faced on palm-top application are 
also listed in this section as reference for further developers who are interesting in palm-
top researches. 
5.1 Image Acquisition 
5.1.1 Desktop Version 
In the desktop environment, the image acquisition setup, which is including the 
camera and illumination (See Figure 6), can be settled in a steady state. Since every 
setup is kept in steady, people can focus in the camera orthogonally easily. Capturing 
ideal iris images for recognition is just an easy task for the system. 
5.1.2 Palm-top Version 
On the other hand, the palm-top environment is worse due to its mobile feature. The 
common camera for Pocket PC is settled on the palm-top, just like Figure 24. It is not 
difficult to imagine that focusing people irises in this device is not an easy task, and no 
need to say focusing orthogonally. Moreover, illumination variation is the other problem 
on the outdoor devices. The quality of images would be influenced directly by this 
reason. 
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I computer . .’ i 
Fig. 24. The palm-top computer setup. The camera is settled 
at the top of computer. 
The solutions of the above problems can be deduced from hardware and software 
areas. Since our research works are mainly in the software section, the following 
discussion is going to mostly concentrate on this area. However, we have stated some 
suggestions on hardware developing in order to help others who are interesting in. The 
details of hardware investigated are introduced in the future work section. 
For the software area, our solutions can be found in iris localization and iris-ring 
unfolding processes. These approaches mainly help people who are difficult on focusing 
their irises in order to fulfill the second requirement of palm-top application: user-
friendly. Please read the following section for the details of our approaches. 
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5.2 Iris Localization 
5.2.1 Desktop Version 
Because people can focus their irises orthogonal to the camera under the steady 
desktop environment, the images are captured are almost in the best quality. The best 
quality meant the irises would not be deformed (See Figure 4b) and kept in an almost 
perfect circular shape (See Figure 4a) in the images. Due to this reason, a simple circular 
edge detector is sufficient enough to localize the irises location in the images. 
If people who want to increase the accuracy of iris localization, elliptical edge 
detector we are introduced could be used since some irises are in elliptical shape even 
they are screened orthogonal to the device. The elliptical detector equation contains 5 
parameters: the ellipse center, the orientation of the major axis, the length of the major 
and minor axis. Please refer to Section 3.1.2 for the details. These parameters are found 
by iterative processing. Although this processing is quite demanding, desktop computer 
can still find the ellipses for representing the iris boundaries in a short time by its high 
capacity. 
5.2.2 Palm-top Version 
Unlike desktop environment, focusing iris in the captured device orthogonally is a 
difficult task in the unsteady state, oblique imaging of iris is thus possible. As a result, 
elliptical edge detector is used in a place of circular edge detector of iris localization. 
The contours of irises could be found even the images are deformed. People do not need 
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to focus their irises orthogonally to the camera compulsory in order to increase the 
freedom of oblique viewing. That is what we say make the system more user-friendly. 
However, 5 parameters, which are involved in the elliptical edge detector equation, 
are found by demanding iterative processing. Due to capacity limitation of palm-top 
computer, this iterative processing is too consuming. Therefore, before applying the 
elliptical edge detector, circular edge detector is operated first in order to reduce the 
searching area for elliptical boundary detection. Circular edge detection equation only 
contains 3 parameters: the circle center and its radius. Palm-top computers can handle 
this processing, even by its limited capacity. 
After the fulfilled circles are found for representing the inner and outer boundaries of 
iris, it is time to apply the elliptical edge detector. The area of elliptical boundary 
searching can be dramatically reduced based on the information got from circular edge 
detector. Therefore, the processing speed can be increased. 
However, we have done some improvements in the edge detector, as we believe the 
processing speed on iris localization can be faster. In the general case, the intensity 
difference of 360 points (due to 360°) for each searching ellipse should be summed up in 
the elliptical edge detector in order to calculate the total intensity difference of each 
ellipse. What we have done is to reduce the number of points. Only 180 points' intensity 
differences are calculated for each ellipse. The benefit of this modification can increase 
almost half of the processing speed on iris localization, but the accuracy of localizing the 
iris in the image is reduced. However, according to the experimental result, the influence 
is almost unobservable. 
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5.3 Image Encoding 
5.3.1 Desktop Version 
All iris image encoding schemes can be applied to the desktop operation system, 
even they are complicated as the coefficients of wavelet transformation or need 
extensive computation as the direct comparison scheme for the raw intensity data. 
Having high computing and storage capacity, desktop computers can perform any image 
encoding and data matching scheme. 
5.3.2 Palm-top Version 
The limitation of capacity is the most concerned question of image encoding scheme 
on palm-top devices. Both cross-correlation of direct intensities and wavelet 
transformation, which require computing at least at the level of desktop computers to 
operate, generally exceed the computing capacity of the existing palm-top devices. 
Thus, we have introduced Radon Transform being our image encoding scheme in 
this thesis. Radon Transform is a simple technique that allows partial information of a 
signal be captured as projections of the signal to various angles. More details are 
available in Chapter Four. Due to its simplicity, Radon Transform requires little 
computations to operate. It fulfills the first requirement on designing palm-top 
application and is amenable to palm-top computers 
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5.4 Palm-Top Computer Application 
After the reasons of ''why can those theories be applied on palm-top computer?" 
have been stated above, we are going to ask: how to apply those schemes to the palm-top 
computer? Please read the following section as the answer is listed in the below. Some 
experience about programming the palm-top application code we would like to share 
with you in this section also in order to help who may do palm-top image processing in 
the future. 
5.4.1 Palm-top Computer Setting 
Before any discussion, let us introduce our palm-top computer setting. The setup is 
listed in the following table. 
Table 2. The list of setup of palm-top computer which is used in our research. 
Model I C o m p a q iPAQ H3800 
Processor Type SAlllO 
System RAM Size 64 MB 
System ROM Size 32 MB 
OS Version Window CE 3.0 
5.4.2 Software Selection 
Which software is selected for developing your palm-top application, Java, 
Microsoft eMbedded Visual C++ or Visual Basic? The answer depends on the setup of 
your computer and the nature of your work. 
According to Table 2，we know that our palm-top computer is Compaq iPAQ H3800 
with Window CE 3.0 being its operating system. Microsoft eMbedded Visual C++ 
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would be our choice because we need developing one image processing system with 
high computation speed. For computation speed, both eMbedded Visual C++ and 
Visual Basic are faster than Java. For the flexibility, i.e. the ability for developing the 
palm-top application with different nature, eMbedded Visual C++ is better than 
eMbedded Visual Basic, which is mainly using in developing the database management. 
However, Microsoft eMbedded Visual C++ is not as user-friendly as the other two 
computer languages. Many built-in functions or libraries, especially on image processing, 
such as imread (image read), imshow (image display) and etc, are not provided. 
5.4.3 Technical Problems 
Just like what we have mentioned above, not many built-in functions on image 
processing are provided in Microsoft eMbedded Visual C++. People who are used to 
programme other computer languages such as Matlab, would be difficult in the start. In 
this section, we are going to share some experiences on programming in order to help 
others who will use eMbedded Visual C++ for developing their codes. 
5.4.3.1 Problem 1: Memory Limitation 
The memory size of the existing palm-top computers is very limited. Using our 
palm-top as an example, its system ROM size is 32 MB only. Due to this reason, 
memory distribution in programme is become an important task. 
Reading in the image must be the first step in all image processing. The image is 
saved into particular memories which allow people performing any processing or 
analyzing. After finishing all image processing, those memories, which save the image, 
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must be released. This step is very important but also is missed easily. If the memories 
were not released, the dead of the whole operating system must be the final consequence. 
You have got to reset your computer if this was really happened. 
5.4.3.2 Problem 2: Image Format 
In the image processing, the most popular image format must be *.bmp. However, 
there is another image format: *.2bp, in palm-top platform. "2bp" meant 2 bits per pixel 
gray scale. Although Microsoft eMbedded Visual C++ supports this file format, we still 
have to be careful. The reason is *.bmp file which is mostly used for image processing, 
is in 8 bits per pixel. The programme must be modified if *.2bp is instead of *.bmp as 
input image format. 
5.4.3.3 Problem 3: Origin of Image 
If you had used Matlab doing image analysis before, you must know that the origin 
point of image is at the top-left comer. However, in eMbedded Visual C++, the origin 
point is at the bottom-right comer of image. Programme must be aware of this, if not, the 
coordinate system of image would be totally reversed. 
5.5 Our Iris Recognition System Platform 
All the above problems, which are listed, we met in developing processes. After 
solving those technical problems, our iris recognition system platform on palm-top 
computer had been finished and would be introduced in this section. 
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Since our works mainly concentrate on software development, input image has 
assumed to be captured in already. Moreover, our recognition system is a verification 
system, thus, only one reference image has been stored in the database on palm-top 
computer. The whole recognition procedures after the image acquisition are stated as 
follows: 
Stepl: Read in the image 
� ^ I 
•iBKM 
Fig. 25. Read in the input image. The screen 
displays the iris image that user inputs. 
Step 2: Start iris recognition 
p ^ ^ S p B u 
^ a p f c L i The bomdarfes,detection SL*; .： • J isdonel . � … • 
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I I 
Fig. 26. The iris recognition procedures are 
processing. 
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Step 3: Recognition result 
I^^BBBSBBI I^^BBBB^^B 
I m _ • ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 27. The recognition result, (a) The iris image is passed (b) The iris image is failed 
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CHAPTER SIX 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
We have implemented the proposed ideas and compared their performance, on real 
image data, with that of an existing system. Three experiments are going to be 
introduced in this section. For the first experiment, we have to compare the recognition 
performance of using elliptical polar coordinates with that of using polar coordinates to 
unfold the iris data. The performance measure of recognition has been introduced also. 
For the second experiment, we have presented the result of comparing the proposed 
system performance on real image data with that of an existing wavelet coefficient-
based system [8]. We paid particular attention to the processing speed and storage 
requirement of the systems in the empirical comparison. 
For the third experiment, we have tested at what angular resolution the system will 
break down. 
6.1 The Test Data 
We searched for publicly available dataset of iris images for benchmarking purpose 
but had difficult in locating any of them. There were large datasets mentioned in [1], [9], 
but they are not released to the public. We were forced to take image data ourselves for 
the experiments. Our in-house taken data consist of 36 groups of images, each group 
comprised of 5 images of the same iris. The data have been made publicity available at 
the web site: http://www.acae.cuhk.edu.hk/~cvl/ and have been shown at Appendix B. 
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6.2 Experiment One: Eccentric Polar Coordinates System Recognition Performance 
6.2.1 Performance Measure of Recognition 
We use the following measure for comparing recognition performances. Suppose we 
have K classes {/众’„ :« = l，-"，iV}:A: = 1’."，/^ of iris images, each class being the 
different images of the same iris, with N images in each class. Suppose for every class of 
images, say the k出 class { /�„ :n = \,---,N], there is a reference image T^ as the norm or 
reference of the class for recognition. Iris recognition is thus about classifying any given 
image into the class to which it belongs. 
Suppose by whatever coding and matching schemes we could compute the matching 
distance between any two iris images /, and Ij as /, - I j • To correctly classify the 
images as small as possible, and the matching distance between classes be as large as 
possible. 
We measure the inter-class matching distance between any class with the rest of 
the classes as 
I M / 
八 二 ...’/：}-{" % 一 1 (10) 
K / 
The average inter-class matching distance of all classes is then 
We measure the intra-class matching distance for any k出 class as 
B , = ”e{i，."’"} / n ( 1 1 ) 
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K / 
The average intra-class matching distance of all classes is then 
k=l / 
With the above, the overall performance of a recognition scheme could be measured in 
terms of the following: 
C-VtjK -
We refer to measure C as the classification power. C represents how large is the 
average inter-class matching distance (over all classes) compared with the average intra-
class distance. A recognition scheme is more favorable should it have a larger C, 
6.2.2 Experimental Result 
Using the above measurement we have proposed, we have implemented the electric-
polar coordinates system and compared its recognition performance, on real image data, 
with that of using polar coordinates to unfold the iris data. Below we present some of the 
results. 
On the image encoding and matching parts, those of the system described in [1] are 
what the comparison experiment borrowed, but those of other systems will serve the 
purpose just as well, for image localization and normalization - the focus of this work 一 
are necessary pre-processing steps to any image encoding and matching mechanisms. 
Under the image matching mechanism described in [1], the matching distance /. - 1 . 
between any two iris images /, and Ip is the Hamming distance expressed in terms of the 
fraction of disagreeing bits between the Gabor-wavelet transformed codes of the two 
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images. We used the PULNiX TM-300 NIR camera to capture iris images in 640 by 480 
resolution. Figure 1 shows samples of the images. 
Our experiment was conducted in the following way. A total of 32 images over 8 
irises were involved. In other words, there were 8 distinct classes of images, with four 
images available in each class. Among the four images of each class, two were captured 
under the conscious situation, i.e., with each iris positioned head-on to the camera, and 
the other two were captured from oblique angles. Our first experiment consisted of using 
only the consciously-taken iris data for recognition. It was expected that the 
classification power would not differ much with the use of eccentric-polar coordinate 
system. The second experiment consisted of using the unconsciously-taken iris data for 
recognition. 
Figure 28 and 29 show results of the first experiment. The inter-class matching 
distance A, and the intra-class matching distance of the respective iris-classes, when 
only the consciously-taken iris data were used, are displayed. It could be observed that 
the polar-coordinate based system and the eccentric-polar coordinates based system are 
about the same in A/'s, but the eccentric-polar coordinates are still slightly better in 5/，s 
even though the subjects have consciously made the effort to position their irises directly 
to the camera. Table 3 shows the classification powers C of the two systems. The 
eccentric-polar coordinates based system has an improvement of about 8% over the 
polar-coordinates based system. 
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丽 
1 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 
Iris-class I 
Fig. 28. The inter-class distance A,- for every iris-class i，over consciously-taken iris data, 
of the polar coordinates based system (the dotted curve) and the eccentric-polar 
coordinates based system (the solid curve). 
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Fig. 29. The intra-class distance 5, for every iris-class i, over consciously-taken iris data, 
of the polar coordinates based system (the dotted curve) and the eccentric-polar 
coordinates based system (the solid curve). 
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Table 3. The classification power C, over consciously-taken iris data, of the 
polar coordinates based system and the eccentric-polar coordinates based 
system.  
Polar Eccentric-polar Coordinate 
Coordinate System System  
c 1.6615 1.7816 
Figure 30 and 31 show results of the second experiment in which only iris data taken 
from oblique angles were used. It could be observed that the polar-coordinates-based 
system and the eccentric-polar-coordinates-based system are still not too different in Af's, 
but the eccentric-polar coordinates are generally much better in 5,，s. Table 4 shows the 
classification powers C of the two systems. The eccentric-polar-coordinates-based 
system has an improvement of more than 23% over the polar-coordinates-based system. 
We attribute the substantial improvement to the more accurate modeling of iris image by 
the eccentric-polar coordinates, especially when the irises are pictured from oblique 
angles. 
— e c c e n t r i c - p o l a r 0.6 1 ^ r ^ “ “ “ polar  
0.3 - I f 
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1 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 
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Fig. 30. The inter-class distance A； for every iris-class i, over iris data taken from 
oblique angles, of the polar coordinates based system (the dotted curve) and the 
eccentric-polar coordinates based system (the solid curve). 52 
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Fig. 31. The intra-class distance B, for every iris-class i, over iris data taken from 
oblique angles, of the polar coordinates based system (the dotted curve) and the 
eccentric-polar coordinates based system (the solid curve). 
Table 4. The classiflcation power C, over iris data taken from oblique angles, of 
the polar coordinates based system and the eccentric-polar coordinates based 
system.  
Polar Eccentric-polar Coordinate 
Coordinate System System  
c 1.0544 1.2958 
6.3 Experiment Two: Radon Transform-based Recognition System Performance 
In this section, we have implemented the proposed system and compared its 
performance on real image data with that of an existing wavelet coefficient-based 
system [8]. The processing speed and storage requirement of the system in the empirical 
comparison is what we paid attention to. 
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6.3.1 Intra-group Similarity vj. Inter-group Similarity 
In each image group, we pick one of the images as the reference image of the 
associated iris, and the rest as the test images. Thus in our dataset there could be four 
image-to-reference-image pairings within each of the 36 image groups. We call such 
pairings the intra-group pairings, and the mean of their similarity measures the group's 
average intra-group similarity measure. Each image group I also has 35 pairings 
between its reference image and one test image of every other group. We call such 
pairings the inter-group pairings, and the mean of their similarity measures group V s 
average inter-group similarity measure. A successful iris verification or recognition 
system should have this property: for all image groups, the intra-group average 
similarity measure is higher than the inter-group average similarity measure. Figure 32 
shows the intra-group average similarity measures of the 36 image groups. It could be 
observed that the majority of the image groups show an intra-group average similarity 
measure of at least 0.98. 
The similarity measure of Intra-group matching 
I - i I r \ f -
i:\, \ ‘ : 
• y -
0.92 
0 9 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 « 
' 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
Image Group 
Fig. 32: Intra-group similarity measures S of 36 image groups. The 
similarity measures between the reference image of an iris and other 
images of the same iris are generally high，with a majority above 0.98. 
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Figure 33 shows the inter-group average similarity measures of the image groups. It 
could be observed that the similarity measure is generally lower if an image of an iris is 
matched to the reference image of a different iris, with the majority of the image groups 
showing an inter-group average similarity measure of at most 0.9. 
The similarity m e a s u r e of inter-group matching 
0.91 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
1 
的 0 . 8 4 -‘ -
� . 8 3 - I -
0.82 - I -
Q 0 4 I 1 I I I , I I I  
• 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
Image Group 
Fig. 33: Inter-group similarity measures S of 36 image sets. The similarity 
measures between the reference image of an iris and images of other irises 
are generally lower, all below 0.9. 
Based upon the data displayed in Figures 32 and 33，the Radon transform-based 
system could readily identify any input image as either one of the 36 known irises, or an 
unknown iris. More specifically, an input image could be recognized as iris i among the 
known irises if (1) the matching between the image and the reference image of iris i has 
the highest similarity measure among all known irises in the database, and (2) such a 
highest similarity measure exceeds the threshold 0.9. If none of the known irises could 
have, with the input image, a similarity measure that exceeds 0.9, the input image could 
be regarded as belonging to an unknown iris. Figure 34 shows the flowchart. 
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Fig.34: The flowchart for iris image recognizing. 
Notice that the gap between the intra-group and inter-group similarity measures 
could be widened by the use of more angles in the Radon Transform of the image data. 
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The stretching however comes with a price: more storage and more matching effort. The 
good news is, the required storage and matching effort for each image pairing increase 
only linearly with the number of angles used due to the proportionality of both the iris 
code length and the matching effort with the total number of angles used. 
6.3.2 Performance Comparison with an Existing System 
We have also compared the computational performance of the proposed system with 
that of an existing system [8]. The system is Gabor wavelet coefficient based, and is a 
simplified and speed-up version of the system described in [1]. We did the comparison 
on the same platform: x86 Family 6 Model 8 Stepping 6 Intel Pentium III 1 GHz, 256 
MB RAM, on which the wavelet coefficient-based system only runs. 
Table 5 shows the total CPU times of the two systems in a typical trial of 
recognizing the iris identity of an input image from the above-described dataset. The 
CPU times were counted all the way from the availability of an input image to the 
completion of the recognition with respect to the 36 known irises. It could be observed 
that the computational requirement in the Radon Transform-based system could be as 
low as 1/6 of that in [8]. We conjecture that the gain in computational speed is largely 
due to the simplicity of the Radon transform-based approach in comparison with the 
wavelet coefficient-based approach: the former requires only the projection of the image 
data along a number of angle(s), while the latter requires a relaxation network[l] to 
compute the wavelet coefficients. 
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Table 5. Comparison of computation times (the CPU times) of a wavelet 
coefficient-based system [1] and our Radon Transform-based system. 
Wavelet-coefficient-based Radon Transform-
System [1] based System 
~ C o m p u t a t i o n ~ 31.3860 sec. 4.946 sec. 
Time  
We have also counted computation time consuming on preliminary processing. The 
differences between old and our preliminary processing are on boundaries detection and 
iris-ring unfolding. For the old approach, circular edge detector and polar coordinates 
transformation are used. On the other hand, we have used elliptical edge detector and 
eccentric-polar coordinates system. The result is shown at Table 6. The time, which is 
spending on our approach, is almost two times more than that on old approach. It is 
understandable because 2 more parameters are involved in elliptical edge detector. 
However, there is space to reduce the time spending if we reduce the calculation on 
intensity gradient. 
Table 6. Comparison of computation times (the CPU times) of an old 
preliminary processing and our preliminary processing.  
r ^ Old preliminary Our preliminary 
processing processing 
~ C o m p u t a t i o n 1 1 2 . 9 3 2 0 sec. 274.5650 sec. 
Time  
6.4 Experiment Three: The Resolution of Image in the Eccentric-polar Coordinates 
System 
In the unfolding process, image data would be lost when it has been transforming 
from Cartesian coordinates system into eccentric-polar coordinates system. Data losing 
would influence the accuracy of the system performance directly. The amount of data 
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losing is related to the resolution of image in the eccentric-polar coordinate system, that 
is the sampling angle we have been chosen in the transformation. 
Based on this, we had done an experiment to test at what angular resolution the 
system will break down. The angular resolutions has been tested are 360 (1° per unit), 
180 (2° per unit), 72 (5° per unit) and 36 (10° per unit). 
For each angular resolution, we have measured their similarity of inter-group and intra-
group matching and plot the result as a graph, see Figure 35. From Figure 35a, b and c 
are the result of angular resolution of 360，180 and 72 respectively. There are a line, 
which on these three graphs, is presented that if we have set a threshold as the number of 
the line, inter and intra image groups can be separated into two different sets. Thus, the 
recognition system would not break down under these angular resolutions. 
However, when the angular resolution is set into 36; that is 10° per unit. Please see 
Figure 35d, we could not find a straight line to separate inter-group and intra-group. As a 
result of that, a threshold, which could not be set, performing verification between inter-
group and intra-group images. The recognition system is broken down when the angular 
resolution is 10° per unit. The minimum resolution of unfolding iris-ring image would 
be 5° per unit. 
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The similarity measure of Inter-group and intra-group matching wtth 72 angular resolution 
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The simllartty measure of Inter-group and intra-group matching wim 36 angUar resoMlon 
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(d) 
Fig.35. Inter-group and intra-group similarity measures S 
of 360 image sets with different angular resolution, (a) 360 
(b) 180 (c) 72 (d) 36 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
7.1 Conclusion 
Palm-top devices like PDAs and PPCs have been increasingly popular in recent 
years. Security clearance on them is becoming an issue for the information stored in 
them and for the online money transactions via them in the forthcoming m-commerce. 
Iris is a distinct biometric feature, and iris recognition already has all its necessary 
hardware: computing platform and camera, ready as standard options in most of the 
palm-top devices. Iris recognition is thus among the most promising mechanisms of 
achieving identity check in palm-top devices. 
This paper describes a new iris recognition system that is more amenable to the 
resource-limited capacity of palm-top devices than the existing iris recognition systems. 
We proposed to use the eccentric-polar coordinates in place of the polar coordinates in 
unfolding the iris-ring of the image data and normalizing it. This performance gives the 
additional freedom of carrying eccentricity, so that the image data could be captured and 
recognized even the users are not professional users and iris might not be always imaged 
orthogonally. Empirical results on real image data show, in so doing the recognition 
performance could be significantly improved. 
Moreover, being Radon Transform-based, the system involves only simple 
computations in encoding an iris. Experiments show that the proposed system could 
consume far less computing resources than the existing systems. The proposed system 
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also has the advantage that its needed resource is scalable in accordance with the 
required security level and the available capacity of the computing platform. 
7.2 Future Work 
The main body of the palm-top iris recognition system is built up in our work, the 
future work would be how to picture the iris image by a pocket PC digital camera. 
Although there are many different palm-top cameras in the market, it is difficult to find a 
suitable one. The reasons are they do not have a macro function and NIR filter. The 
former function is to image a close-up picture, and the latter function is effective in 
making the texture of dark background iris stand out in the image. These two functions 
are the camera for capturing iris image must have. However, there are no such camera is 
available, so that the only solution is to develop one. 
Some ideas for developing the palm-top iris recognition camera are provided in the 
following: 
(1) Aperture and Shutter Speed: The camera aperture must be large and its 
shutter speed must be high, therefore, the depth of view will be narrowed 
down. The benefit of narrow depth of view is the whole body of eye would 
not be involved or focused in the image, except iris. 
(2) Directional Light Source: The light source is provided in order to direct 
people focusing to the camera. Moreover, this light source can also provide a 
steady illumination for pupil contraction, such that, the iris texture would be 
more stand out in the image. 
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(3) Macro Function: Capturing clear close-up images, macro function is 
necessary. 
(4) Near IR filter: Based on experiment, near IR camera can help the iris texture 
standing out even in the dark iris background. 
If the camera can fulfill all the above features, the whole iris recognition system 
would be devised and composed completely. 
What about if the input image is color? The followings are some analytic results: 
Pros: 
(1) More information could be got if the input image is a color image. Not 
only the texture pattern, but also the color of the iris has been known. 
(2) Simple portable camera, which is currently available, is sufficient enough 
for color image capturing. 
(3) The computation time could be reduced by adding one filtering step at the 
beginning of the iris recognition processes. Due to the irises' color have 
been known from the input image, we can check the color of the image 
whether it is the same or similar to that of reference iris image. If their 
difference is large, the input image can be rejected directly and does not 
need to be analyzed further more in order to reduce the processing time. 
Cons: 
(1) Although more information could be received from the color image, more 
noise would be appeared at the same time. More processing time on pre-
processes need to be spent in order to filter those noises, even the time 
may not be too much. 
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(2) The iris texture pattern would not be very observable, especially on those 
whose irises' backgrounds are in dark color, such as Asian. 
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APPENDIX A 
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Fig. 36. The structure of the human iris (a) The structure of the iris seen in transverse section (b) 
The structure of the iris seem in a frontal sector. The visual appearance of the human iris derives 
from is anatomical structure. 
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APPENDIX B 
Table 7. The tested database  
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